


Here's an interesting question for
you: How much is it costing

your company to generate one
lead?

Here's another equally interesting
question: How many leads does
your company need to generate to
create one sale?

I have spent the past two weeks
asking those two questions of
friends, colleagues, fellow sales
commentators, clients, and prospects
- in fact, everyone with whom I have
come into contact. And do you know
what? Nobody really knew the
answer. Of course, there were some
pretty wild, finger-in-the-air guesses,
but not one rock-solid, convincing
response that you would bet your
children's inheritance on.

Don't you find that somewhat
alarming?

I do, particularly when there
appears to be such a concentrated
focus these days on creating new
opportunities. No wonder sales
departments are viewed with so
much suspicion by the "grey men" in
finance, they must be totally
convinced that we are completely
out of control.

So, what's the answer?

The reality is that there are so
many sources of leads that the
process of generating them can
sometimes cause sales people to
feel overwhelmed when tackling this
vital sales activity.

Every organization is unique and
can employ a variety of approaches
in their quest to attract the attention
of their target market. (This will
become even clearer once you have
created your Ideal Customer
Profile). That’s why it is essential to
invest some time analyzing which
lead generation initiatives worked
well in the past, why they worked
well and what improvements can be
made to optimize their effectiveness.

There are three areas that you
must consider that can help
evaluate different lead generation
initiatives with greater objectivity.
1. Effectiveness - which lead
generation activities produced the
most quality leads?
2. Cost - what were the tangible
costs for each lead generation
initiative?
3. Time - how much time did it take
to initiate and follow-up on each
initiative?

Unless we have an accurate

handle on our lead generation
activities, our salespeople will
continue to be overwhelmed, whilst
those grey men will continue to be
underwhelmed!

Jonathan Farrington,
CEO Top Sales World

Catch Jonathan's award winning
daily blog here - The JF Blogit

PS: Do get across to Top Sales
World as often as you can – there
are new resources being added
every day, from the world’s
leading sales experts, and it is all
FREE.

How Much Did That Lead Cost You - Honestly?
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Today, that problem - gender
discrimination - has a name,

and while enormous progress has
been made, women still continue to
struggle in the workplace for
equality in opportunity and pay. 

Fifty-two years have passed
since Ms. Friedan’s paragraph
started the women’s movement to
professional equality. Progress is
being made, but data shows it is

being made slowly. The LinkedIn
Diversity Report tells us that the
percentage of women in sales
increased significantly in the past
10 years. Women now make up
39% of the sales force. Xactlly
Insight Gender Study reports that
women in sales outperform their
male counterparts - for example,
they attain 70% of quota compared
to 67% achieved by men. Yet,

despite a higher level of
performance (or even an equal
level), women make up only 21% of
Vice Presidents and there is a
steep decrease the more senior the
role. Subtle, and not so subtle,
barriers in the corporate environment
continue to reinforce the glass
ceiling. For example, men are three
times as likely to interrupt a woman,
as they are to interrupt other men.
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The Linda Richardson Interview

Challenging the Corporate Mystique
The Feminine Mystique by Betty Friedan opens with the words, “The problem lay buried,
unspoken, for many years in the minds of American women.  It was a strange…sense of
dissatisfaction…” Ms. Friedan was writing about “the problem that has no name.”  

http://www.linkedin.com/cws/share?url=http://bit.ly/1xv9Jw2
https://plusone.google.com/_/+1/confirm?hl=en&url=http://bit.ly/1xv9Jw2
https://www.facebook.com/sharer/sharer.php?u=http://bit.ly/1xv9Jw2
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Cheryl Sandberg, COO of
Facebook and Adam Grant,
Professor of Marketing at the
Wharton School, University of
Pennsylvania, have found that
when a woman speaks up in a
professional setting she barely is
heard, or is judged as being too
aggressive. Hence, many women
hold back for fear of hurting their
careers. 

Joanne Black, sales referral
expert and author No More Cold
Calling and Pick Up the Damn
Phone: How People Not
Technology Seal the Deal is
embarking on a study of women’s
natural strengths that make them
particularly effective in sales – "Big
Deals and High Heels: Why
Women Are Naturals at Selling."
The goal is to help women leverage
those strengths and help ensure it
is women’s work, not their gender,
that determines career
advancement and economic status. 

I led a Q&A with Joanne to
understand what has set her on this
journey: 

What do you see as the
challenges that women in sales
face? 
The challenges women talk about
are consistent. From the panels I
have been on and my interviews so
far with 50 women across
generations and industries, women
have the same concerns: First is
that their voice is not heard. They
tell me that often when they share
an idea it is either ignored or
appropriated. They also tell me that
they are excluded from discussions,
perhaps not intentionally, but
because they are not even thought

of. Traditionally, men have had the
power and that historical
perspective carries over to how
women are perceived. Women also
acknowledge that they themselves
make things worse by not speaking
up, because they feel they won’t be
listened to or they will be labeled as
“aggressive.” And finally, some of
the women express a lack of
confidence for fear of making
mistakes and hurting their careers. 

What in the culture of a sales
organization contributes to this?
Sales leadership often does not
recognize there is a gender issue.
They don’t reflect on things like the
ratio of women in sales to the
number of women in sales
management, or family friendly
policies for women or men. But we
know that, in most family situations,
the burden falls on women. In many
situations, sales pay for women is

not the key issue, but opportunity
for career advancement and
making an impact is. Most
businesses have male cultures as
shown even by the language they
use such as “hit the ball out of the
park” and “kill the quota.” 

How do you see language as a
manifestation of a male oriented
culture?
It is a reflection of a male
orientation. As you pointed out in
your recent blog, more women
leave their jobs because of the work
environment than the mommy
track. It depends on the
organization, but a male oriented
culture is not uncommon. 

What is needed from sales
leadership and middle
management to create an equal
environment?
The CEO and executive team must
be committed to making diversity a
core value. CEOs must visibly
support diversity initiatives.
Initiatives often get stuck in the
middle management level and
therefore the message must be
repeated again and again and,
more importantly, role modeled.
There must be accountability to hire
and develop women to succeed. 

What do you see as the natural
abilities women can leverage?
These are generalizations but from
interviews with women, customers,
and men alike, the perceptions are
consistent. Women are excellent
relationship builders because they
are strong conversationalists. They
ask questions and listen. They are
intuitive and lean toward listening to

While there are gender
constraints, there are
also advantages. The
important thing is not
gender, but the quality

of the work, the
contribution and the

feeling of gratification.
We know that genders
are not identical. But
thinking in terms of

women vs. men limits
potential of both. 



their intuition. Women are also
collaborative - a quality important to
organizations today. Their
emotional IQ tends to be high and
they are nurturing. 

So you see female
characteristics, although generalized,
aligning with the new sales profile
and model of sales leadership?

Yes and women must recognize
this advantage. This should be a
confidence builder. 

How can women leverage this to
take a place at the table,
influence the culture, and break
through the ceiling?
They have to do all three, and much
is in their hands. It is up to women to
first and foremost push themselves
to speak up. They must have the
confidence to claim a seat at the
table. Only by changing their
behavior will they change
perceptions. They should make
every effort to develop a mentor -
even if not a formal one. Women
have natural abilities that make them
successful in sales, and they should
use those skills to find and nurture a
mentor - or several mentors.

At the start of the article, I noted
that today “the problem” has a
name. As a matter of fact, it has
multiple names: Gender bias,
sexism, harassment, discrimination,
and workplace climate... 

It has been 53 years since the
publishing of The Feminine
Mystique. We cannot deny that
progress has been made. There is
legislation, corporate mandates,
genuine caring and actions on the
part of sales leadership, CEO’s and
companies publicly committing to

diversity, women CEOs of global
companies, programs in colleges
and organizations—yet there is a
way to go. The first step in 1963 is
the same as today: Women must
take the lead and speak up.
Women should see one another as
“sisters” in the second phase of the
Mystique. Women must find their
voice. 

I, like you, don’t want my gender
to define my success. While there
are gender constraints, there are
also advantages. The important
thing is not gender, but the quality
of the work, the contribution and the
feeling of gratification. We know
that genders are not identical. But
thinking in terms of women vs. men

limits potential of both. 
Sales organizations need the

talent of women and men. In the
60’s there were great strides, but
change is happening more slowly
now. Change will in fact happen.
Professionals such as Joanne, and
a number of women in the field, are
putting a spotlight on women in
sales so we can clearly see the
status quo and drive progress. In
this effort, a balance of genders,
both women and men, would
hasten and improve the results. We
will all benefit when women and
men, at all levels in a sales
organization, not only “step-up to
the plate” but do so with a strong
co-ed winning team.                        �
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Joanne Black is America’s leading authority on
referral selling. Find out more by visiting here.

The Linda Richardson Interview
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http://www.nomorecoldcalling.com/
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Sales Leaders are always looking for the latest
systems, tools and advice to improve sales

performance. So why wouldn't you want to put
your business in front of 3000 of them?

Sales Innovation Expo was created to provide the one-stop marketplace for Sales
Leaders to find THE cutting edge. It is the largest and most important event for
professional sales leaders and is a must-attend event in the calendar of any sales
leader. 

We attract quality, high value visitors where attendees are not only the decision-
makers within their sector but are also engaged with the content of the event and want
to learn how your product or service will improve their sales. We ensure that Sales
Leaders are happy to take time out of their busy schedule by:

� Creating an educational environment where insightful information can be actioned
to make practical changes to your operations 

� Offering a line-up of innovative, thought-leading International speakers 
� Ensuring our workshops cover contemporary topics, addressing the real-life issues

a Sales Director faces
� Unlike other sales trade exhibitions, Sales Leaders can take advantage of all of this

completely for free.

With the likes of MHI Global and Top Sales World exhibiting, Sales Innovation Expo
attracts world-renowned companies in the industry.

http://www.salesinnovationexpo.co.uk/tracker.asp?code=TSWSALESEMAIL
http://www.salesinnovationexpo.co.uk/tracker.asp?code=TSWSALESEMAIL


Accompanying the extensive list of suppliers is a comprehensive seminar schedule
with industry experts sharing their thought-leading guidance. The likes of Gartner’s VP
Distinguished Analyst Tiffani Bova, MHI Global’s sales expert Tamara Schenk and our
very own Jonathan Farrington and will be sharing their expertise with visitors who will
be inspired to see how exhibitors can help them put that guidance into action. 

The event is well-established and ensures that, as an exhibitor, you can feel confident
that the footfall to your stand will generate the results you are looking for.

For further information please view the media pack, visit the website or to enquire
about exhibiting contact: 

Eddy Lawrance on 07855019037 or eddy.lawrance@prysmgroup.co.uk.

http://www.salesinnovationexpo.co.uk/speakers/tiffani-bova-vp-distinguished-analyst
http://www.salesinnovationexpo.co.uk/speakers/tamara-schenk
http://www.salesinnovationexpo.co.uk/speakers/jonathan-farrington
https://www.dropbox.com/s/qgieuh6o9w6ipx6/SIE_Sales_Brochure2015.pdf?dl=0/tracker.asp?code=TSWSALESEMAIL
http://www.salesinnovationexpo.co.uk/tracker.asp?code=TSWSALESEMAIL
mailto:eddy.lawrance@prysmgroup.co.uk
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Even salespeople with experience
in the industry need to

participate in a formal, structured
90-day ramp-up where they can
learn, internalize, practice and
master those things that assure
success at your company and help
them to understand why and how
you are different. What are those
things?

Let’s begin with the 4 core
messages that everyone at your

company should possess the ability
to deliver, with the same exact
words, on-demand:

� Brand Promise
� Elevator Pitch
� Value Proposition
� Positioning Statement

You may think that this is
elementary but I can tell you that in
98% of the sales organizations

evaluated by Objective Management
Group, this messaging is not only
inconsistent, but it’s also dead
wrong. Off-target. Reworded to
please the salesperson. These
messages must not only be taught,
but also reinforced, with periodic
quizzes to make sure that they are
being used correctly.

Targeting should come next.
Who do we want our new
salespeople to call on and why? If

When it comes to new salespeople, we often write about sourcing, assessments,
applicant tracking, recruiting, selection and of course, getting it all right.  We also write
about skills and Sales DNA and sales management coaching.  All of this is good and
helpful but I don’t recall reading any articles that discuss new salesperson ramp-up!

The Other Subject Nobody is
Talking About 



Dave Kurlan

there are sweet spots, let’s discuss
those. Is it a certain vertical, an
individual with a certain title, a
company with particular revenue, a
specific number of employees, a
certain technology missing, with a
specific technology already in
place? It doesn’t matter what ideal
is for you, but new salespeople
should be able to find and
recognize companies that meet
your ideal.

Who is your competition? How
do they position themselves in the
market? How do you compare?
What are their strong points and
weak points? How do you sell
against each of them? What are
your salespeople going to hear
about them? What are they telling
your prospects about you? How will
they handle it?

What do they need to know
about your sales cycle? How long?
How many calls or meetings? What
does the first call sound like? Can
you role-play it? What does the first
meeting sound like? Can you role-
play that too? What is your sales
process? Can you walk them
through it? Can you demonstrate it?

What are some of the typical
applications for your products or
services? How do your products
and services address client/
customer issues? What’s a great
fit? Are there customers that new
salespeople can speak with to
learn why they chose your
company, how they are using your
products, and how your products
are helping?

Do you have CRM? What are
the expectations? Who will train
them?

Are there expectations for the:

� First Day
� First Week
� First Month
� First Quarter

How will those expectations be
measured? On what will they be
measured? Are there metrics or
KPI’s that must be met? Who will
hold them accountable? What
happens if they fail to meet
expectations? What happens if they
exceed expectations? What must
they have in each stage of their
pipeline in order to succeed?

Is there a model for success at
your company? An effective model
is duplicable and must be
achievable. At its core, it shows
salespeople the behaviors and
activities required in order to reach
certain revenue and income levels.
It should basically demonstrate that
if they do A, B, C, D and E each day,
and maintain conversion ratios of X,
Y and Z, they will close N new

customers, resulting in R new
revenue and $$$ in commissions.

Who can they go to in your
company for help with:

� Coaching
� Mentoring
� Product information
� Company Information
� Pricing
� Technical Assistance
� Templates
� Collateral 
� Tools
� Leads
� Executive Presence on an

Important Sales Call
� ROI
� Proposals
� Presentations

New salespeople can fail when:

� Companies get selection wrong
� Sales managers don’t invest
enough time preparing them for
success
� The company has inferior
systems and processes
� Specific goals and milestones
for the first 90 days are non-existent
� The culture fails to support a
high performing sales organization
� Sales managers are not
effective at coaching salespeople.

These issues can all be addressed
and improved but it requires
awareness and a commitment to
change.                                               �
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Dave is the founder and CEO of OMG and Kurlan
& Associates. Find out more by visiting here.

You may think that this
is elementary but I can
tell you that in 98% of

the sales organizations
evaluated by Objective

Management Group,
this messaging is not
only inconsistent, but
it’s also dead wrong. 

http://www.kurlanassociates.com/
http://www.linkedin.com/cws/share?url=http://bit.ly/1xv9Jw2
https://plusone.google.com/_/+1/confirm?hl=en&url=http://bit.ly/1xv9Jw2
http://twitter.com/home/?status=New+to+sales?+read+this+week's+top+sales+magazine+via+@TopSalesWorld+http://bit.ly/1xv9Jw2
https://www.facebook.com/sharer/sharer.php?u=http://bit.ly/1xv9Jw2


Stay Connected
with Top Sales
World ….
Join our lively LinkedIn group and rub
shoulders with the top sales experts
in the world. 

And follow us on Twitter (we will
follow you back).

Visit the TSW Sales eLibrary – probably the
largest and most significant resource center
for frontline sales professionals anywhere –
whenever you are seeking inspiration. The
shelves are stocked with every resource
imaginable, including: articles, white papers,
eBooks, webinars, podcasts, books,
interviews etc.

The eLibrary is updated daily by the TSW
editors, so do return often.

The TSW
Sales eLibrary

Visit Now

https://www.linkedin.com/groups/Top-Sales-World-1857130
https://twitter.com/TopSalesWorld
http://topsalesworld.com/sales-library/


Jill Konrath

That’s when the hand popped up.
It always does. In a group of

salespeople, there’s always someone
who’s brave enough to ask the
question that’s on everyone’s mind.

"How can you bring them ideas
when you’ve never met before and
have no clue if they’d work?"

Sounds legitimate, right? After
all, every customer is unique. And,
we want to be consultative. So it
would be almost criminal to pitch an
idea before we fully understand their
needs.

Besides, the thinking continues,
our ideas need to be well thought
out and fully formed. If we went in
with a half-baked idea, it would
destroy our credibility.

WRONG! Those are faulty
assumptions that are totally off base
and may be hindering your ability to
start sales conversations. Here’s
why:

Every prospect is not unique.
Virtually every Sales VP is

concerned about meeting their
numbers, every HR executive
worries about rising health care
costs and every purchasing agent
wants to reduce costs.

If you target specific industries,

you’ll find virtually every
organization in that market segment
is concerned with emerging trends
that could shape their future.

People are curious how others
handle similar challenges.

The truth is, your prospects don’t
get out a lot. They don’t have a lot of
chance to interact with others who
hold similar positions; they’re too
busy doing the work.

If you can bring them ideas on
how companies approach the
problems they face or reach hard-
to-achieve objectives, they’re
interested. This is high value
information.

Ideas are not promises.
Instead, they get people thinking

about new options they’d never
considered before. Even half-baked
ideas stimulate new lines of thought
or fresh approaches to tough
challenges.

The key is to present them as
ideas, not the perfect solution.
When you do that, you create an
opportunity to talk about what your

prospects are currently doing, the
issues they're facing, what they’ve
tried and how your ideas impacted
other companies.

Even if your ideas won’t work
for their organization, you’ve
differentiated yourself from
competitors and established yourself
as a valuable resource. Here’s a
quick example. Say I called you and
said this:

“Hi. Jill Konrath here. Most
sellers I know really struggle to set
up meetings with new prospects.
I’ve got some ideas that have
worked real well for others in your
industry.

One client achieved an 87%
success rate getting into major
accounts. If this is of interest, let’s
set up a time to talk.”

Would you be interested? Even if
my idea didn’t turn out to be an ideal
fit for your company?

Perfection isn’t what it’s
cracked up to be. Often times a
half-baked idea is what’s needed
to start the sales conversation.  �

Why Half-Baked Ideas Are
Perfect Sales Conversation 
It happened again last week. I was speaking at a sales
kick-off meeting, stressing a key message—that sellers,
not their products or services, are the key differentiator
today. I said, “Be an idea person. Today’s crazy-busy
prospects love it when you bring them ideas on how to
improve their business.”
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Jill Konrath is a sales strategist and bestselling
author.  Find out more by visiting here.

http://www.jillkonrath.com/
http://www.linkedin.com/cws/share?url=http://bit.ly/1xv9Jw2
https://plusone.google.com/_/+1/confirm?hl=en&url=http://bit.ly/1xv9Jw2
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This aspect of the marketing
strategy is often completely

overlooked, yet if you can find the
unmet need of your target customer
you will have uncovered a huge tool
to increase your success. Unmet
need is such a crucial part of the
sales and marketing strategy that
Daniele Lima and I made sure to

discuss it in the third part of our
niche marketing and sales seminar
series, which can be found at
DanandMatt.com. 

What is an unmet need? Well,
as a business owner, you know that
the product or service that you sell
meets a need; otherwise no one
would buy it. Say, for example, that

you open a Laundromat in an urban
area. You are meeting the needs of
those who don’t have washers and
dryers in their apartments; obviously,
they still must get their clothes
washed. So, your customers pay
you to use the machines that clean
and dry their clothes. However,
there’s likely still an unmet need,

If you’re a business owner, there are a handful of things you must be doing. For one, you
must be offering some sort of good or service to customers- after all, that’s the basic
function of a business. Chances are also good that you know your customer- the target
audience to whom you’re selling your service or product. However, there’s something
that’s vitally important that you may not have thought about yet: unmet need. 

Five Questions That Unlock the Secret
to Differentiation and Rapid Success 

http://DanandMatt.com


Mathew Pollard

whether they know it, or not.
Sometimes, customers know that
their needs aren’t being met and are
aware of what might make the
situation better. Other times, they
may not be able to identify what their
other needs are—and it’s your job to
figure it out. Finding this unmet need
and delivering it to customers is the
key to differentiating yourself from
the competition and achieving rapid
success. Just look at the success
Pizza Hut experienced by
guaranteeing delivery within a
specific time or the pizza would be
free, or that was encountered by
Domino’s Pizza after providing
online ordering. Both of these needs
are ones that most customers
wouldn’t have even thought of; they
just knew they hated waiting for
pizza or receiving something other
than what they ordered due to
miscommunications over the phone.

So what is your customer’s

unmet need? As a business owner,
you must communicate with
customers and/or prospective
customers to discover the answer.
Asking customers the questions
below can help you understand
what their unmet need(s) might be:

1. Why they buy or don’t buy your
product or service.
2. What they feel before ordering
this product or service.
3. The challenges they face getting
this product or service.

a. Of these challenges which
one provides them the greatest
inconvenience?
4. What might make their lives
easier when ordering or using this
product or service.
5. If they had a magic wand and as
a result didn’t have to x. What
would x be?

While people may not be able to
give you extensive details, they
often have a general sense of what
it is they want that they’re not yet
getting. These questions will help
you gain a much better
understanding of what their unmet
need could be; it will help them
understand it, too. Going back to
our Laundromat example, perhaps
your customers say they never
seem to have the change they need
to run the machines, or perhaps
they say they hate waiting on site to
keep their clothes safe; perhaps
they even say they get bored. The
information your customers give
you will allow you to piece together

what the unmet need(s) may be
and meet them to achieve market
advantage. In these cases, perhaps
you could offer a TV above each
washer and dryer, or perhaps you
could find a technology that locks
the washers and dryers with a
credit card swipe to keep clothes
safe, and also bills the customer so
they don’t need coins. There are
many possible solutions to fill these
unmet needs; your job is to
decipher which unmet needs, if
met, would give you superior
market advantage, and which
would simply be nice to have; then
go about incorporating the ones
you believe will be most helpful. 

Once you have some ideas of
what the unmet needs of your
market might be and how you
would go about meeting them, it’s
time to test possible solutions.
Before spending money ask your
customers, “if I were to offer
something like x, would that be a
help to you?” In this way, you can
gain great insights and learn how to
tailor a product to them. 

So, start communicating with
your customers about what might
improve their experience with your
business, or the industry in general.
Listen to feedback, and introduce
changes or technologies that will
address those needs. The secret to
success is really this simple, so use
the power of meeting unmet needs
to get a piece of that success in
your market today.                           �
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You can find out more about Matthew Pollard by
visiting here.

While people may not
be able to give you

extensive details, they
often have a general

sense of what it is they
want that they’re not

yet getting. These
questions will help you

gain a much better
understanding of what
their unmet need could

be; it will help them
understand it, too. 

http://matthewpollard.guru/
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Marketing and sales – you are
the weakest link!

Take a look at the well-known
British game show for a few criteria
that determine the statistical
weakest link:

� Most money lost for the team by
answering questions of high values
incorrectly
� Number of incorrect answers in
the round

� Time spent/wasted on
answering a particular question

Put into context for marketing and
sales:

� With inaccurate and incomplete
customer profiles, sales
opportunities can be missed –
losing money for the team
� Without insight into what
happens to leads after they’re

passed to sales, lead nurturing and
prospect qualification can be
incorrect
� Without streamlined and
automated processes between
marketing and sales, valuable
selling time can be spent/wasted 

Strengthening the Link with
Shared Insights
By integrating marketing automation
with new, real-time sales

Organizations have paid the price long enough for the weak processes between
marketing and sales. According to Aberdeen Group, the biggest gap between sales
performers and under-achievers lies in integrating sales intelligence with sales and
marketing systems. And Sirius Decisions says only a miniscule 8% of B2B companies
report good alignment between marketing and sales teams.
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Micheline Nijmeh

engagement analytics, organizations
can remove this misalignment. With
more synchronized teams and
integration of systems across
business groups, organizations can
streamline and improve internal
communications to increase
productivity.

Real-time engagement analytics
that are available today deliver
more complete customer profiles
than ever before. By sharing this
data across marketing teams and
front-line reps, organizations can
break down the silos and benefit
from a more accurate and
consistent view of customers.

Marketing: Bank on Better
Lead Scoring and Prospect
Qualification
By monitoring sales efforts in real
time to see what interests
prospects, marketing can provide
more value to sales teams through
more consistent messaging. With
increased customer insight,
marketing can also quickly change
messages to bring more value to
the organization. By integrating
marketing and sales systems,
these changes can be made
throughout the whole buying
process – versus just at the

beginning.
Additionally, integration between

marketing automation and sales
engagement systems can generate
new leads for marketing – faster.
When sales documents are re-
shared with additional contacts,
those leads become automatically
shared and synchronized with
existing systems, so everyone –
including marketing – has a unified,
real-time view and can quickly see
any new stakeholders.

This capability is particularly
useful for large, complex deals that
involve many decision-makers – so
that other players can be identified
and nurtured through the process.

Sales: Bank on Real-time
Visibility for Customized
Engagement
Without the same access to digital
insights as marketing, sales teams
have been operating blindly. Today,
that’s changing – driven in part by a
sales environment that has been
transformed by more informed
consumers and exploding inside
sales.

New sales engagement tools
are now available that show how
prospects interact with sales
content on a very deep level. Sales
reps can see precisely when a
prospect opens a sales proposal
and how long they view each page.
By seeing how actively engaged a
prospect is, sales reps can quickly
and accurately rank top prospects.

They can get instant alerts when
a prospect forwards a document –

and immediately see the profile
information for the recipient of the
forwarded document. No more
surprises when a new stakeholder
you’ve never heard of shows up at
the close of a deal!

For maximum value, these tools
must integrate with existing
marketing automation. By integrating
emerging sales analytics tools with
marketing automation, sales gets
the most visibility – seeing what
engages prospects very early on –
so they can better understand when
and how to reach out to prospects.

Personalization has become
critical. According to research, 47%
of best-in-class companies prioritize
the importance of personalization of
customer conversations. By tailoring
and timing follow-up based on
prospect engagement with content,
sales teams can deliver more
tailored and timely follow-up that’s
been shown to close deals faster.

Raising the Jackpot with
Integrated Marketing and Sales
With an aligned effort and access to
the most complete insights, sales
and marketing can work more
closely to create a better customer
profile, cultivate new opportunities,
and drive revenue for the business.

Avoid the walk of shame. 
Increase the insight that you

need to be successful. Get all the
high-value questions answered.
And bank the most money for the
team.                                                        �
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Additionally,
integration between

marketing automation
and sales engagement
systems can generate

new leads for
marketing – faster. 
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Too often we do not separate the
important from the urgent or

differentiate between short and
long-term gains. Checking emails
every five minutes may increase
your dopamine levels and sense of
accomplishment, but it won’t bring
you much closer to your sales
targets. 

The Eisenhower box

”What is important is seldom urgent
and what is urgent is seldom
important.”

-Dwight Eisenhower

The former US president Dwight
Eisenhower created a matrix to
help visualize and prioritize tasks
according to their level of importance
and urgency. It has become a
classic in productivity literature and
makes it clear how the feeling of

If there’s one thing we all have in common, it is time. How we choose to spend it
determines both how we feel and what results we will achieve. A big problem with time
management is our inability to prioritize effectively. 

Are you doing ”busy-work” or progressing
towards your sales targets? 
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urgency lures us into busy-work.
This is a useful tool to help get your
priorities straight on a daily basis
(an excel template for sales
managers can be downloaded at
the end of this article).

What do sales managers do
too much and too little of?
More than any member of the sales
organization, frontline sales managers
are probably in the best position to
help increase sales results. How
they spend their time is very
important, as their decisions will
trickle down to the sales people and
can either make or break the team.

However, sales managers tend
to spend too little time on the
activities that help create long-term
success. Rather than scheduling
regular coaching sessions, developing
talent, providing clear goals and
objectives and holding people
accountable, their calendars are
filled with unnecessary meetings,
time-consuming excel reports and
responding to low-priority emails.

Activity or progress?
Sales people are not exempt from
wasting time on low-value activities.
You may find it urgent to read the
latest stories in your news feed,
report the latest numbers to
management and get that expense
report out of the way. You may feel
compelled to answer the recent
emails, phone calls and texts

you’ve received. However, doing
something unimportant well does
not make it important. In this stress
frenzy, you may be overlooking the
most important tasks – the things
that will take you closer towards
reaching quota.

Too many sales organizations
make no distinction between
activity (phone calls, emails) and
progress (milestones achieved,
commitment gained). As a
consequence, we end up seeing
lots of activities, but little real
progress towards our set objectives.
When we spend our time in the
wrong quadrants, we end up with
stale pipelines.

Break the vicious circle and
align action with direction
I recommend taking a step back
and look at your past week. Make a
list of all your activities and then
place them in the box where they
belong. 

Contrary to popular belief, the
end goal is not to spend most of
your time in the top left box, often
called the quadrant of necessity.
Submitting the latest sales forecast
and putting together last month’s
expense report are both important
activities with deadlines attached,
but neither will help you achieve
your goals quicker. 

Also, be careful not to become
stuck in problem-solving for your
sales people – that’s not your role.
The saying: “Give a man a fish and
you feed him for a day; teach a man
to fish and you feed him for a

lifetime” is relevant to keep in mind
for tasks in the upper left box.

Instead, you want to dedicate
more of your time to quadrant 2;
this is where you will do the work
aligned with the long term goals of
your sales organization. Examples
of quadrant 2 activities would be
conducting a win/loss analysis, or
putting together a training and
coaching program to develop your
team.

In the lower left box (also known
as the quadrant of deception), you’ll
find the majority of your busy work,
such as responding to emails.
Looking at what you’ve placed here,
what can you scratch or delegate? 

Finally, what falls into the lower
right box? These are your time
wasters and need to be eliminated
altogether. 

What am I working to achieve?
As a daily habit, ask yourself which
goal the task you are currently
doing is getting you closer towards.
If you can’t find an answer, it’s
probably not the most value-
creating task to perform and you
should reprioritize or delegate. Or,
perhaps you are lacking clear goals
and objectives and need to spend
more time towards creating and
communicating them to the team
(and yes, this type of task would go
into quadrant 2)? If you find this
matrix helpful, start using it to reach
your goals. Download the Sales
Manager Time Matrix here. �
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Sales people are not
exempt from wasting

time on low-value
activities.
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2015 Top Sales Academy
Launches on March 6th

See this year’s Faculty here

http://topsalesworld.com/topsalesacademy/the-faculty/the-faculty-phase-two-march-to-september/


Top Sales Article & Blog Posts

Perhaps it’s time for a re-think of
“Death of a Salesman.” After two
decades of talk about the “new
economy” and the “disruption” of
certain professions by the Internet,
you might think that sales as we
know it is as stale and outdated as
Willy Loman — a function that has
been “disintermediated” by the
digital revolution.

In fact, reports of the death of
sales are not just exaggerated; they
are wrong. To paraphrase a line
from Arthur Miller’s play, “Attention
must still be paid.” The sales force
remains a force. True, the digital
impact on business has been

significant and, in some industries,
revolutionary. But companies that
view sales as just part of the
plumbing do so at their peril.
Consider:
� Annual spending by U.S.
companies on their field sales
efforts is three timesthe amount
spent on all consumer advertising,
more than 20 times what they
spend on all online media, and
more than one hundred times what
they currently spend on social
media.
� According to a Gallup survey,
about 62 percent of U.S. adults ...

Yes, professional sellers,
salespeople are awesome and
amazing in many cases. Sales
professionals are what make the
business world go around. Have
you ever heard the following
statement:

Nothing happens until
somebody sells something.

Lack of sales expertise, revenue
generation strategies and actual
sales efforts are what kills most
new businesses. I’ve worked with
thousands of entrepreneurial
efforts. Many people have great
ideas, but they cannot execute in a
way that generates revenues to

support the venture. They close.
Recently Hubspot shared a post

called The 13 Stereotypes of
Salespeople: Debunked, which is
all about the negatives they say
people say about sellers. I was
shocked because frankly, I’m
around some of the most amazing
sales professionals in North
America, every week. If I worked
internationally, I bet I’d find amazing
sellers throughout the world.

They reference a Slideshare
presentation created by
InsightSquared called, 13
Pervasive (and Totally Wrong) ...

Read More Here�

Read More Here�

This Week’s Top Sales Article
Why the “New Economy” Still Needs Salespeople  
by Frank Cespedes

This Week’s Top Sales Blog Post
Salespeople are AWESOME by Lori Richardson
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